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Robert Netting had a central role in  establishin g agricultural anthropology.
Many people rightly remember him as an astute ethnographer of farming com-
munities‚ focused on analyzing the empirical details of changing patterns of
household composition ‚ land holding size and labor use. Yet‚ during his career
he was increasin gly concerned about the sustainability of smallholder vs. con-
ventional industrial agricultu re models on a global scale. Thus‚ Netting also
had an importan t role in  laying the foundation for the developm ent of an
agricultural anthropology for the twenty-first century‚ an anthropo logy that
shows how sm allh olders “balan cing on  an Alp” can help us to understan d
how we might balan ce on  this plan et. This paper an alyzes Netting’s con -
tribution  to the future of agricu ltural anthropology in  three key areas: the
environ m ent‚ populatio n‚ and agricultu re relationsh ip; farm er knowledge
and epistem ology; and m odels for global sustainability.

KEY WORDS: agricultural intensification; sustainable agriculture; population and agriculture;

indigenous knowledge; ecological economics; Africa.

INTRODUCTION

Robert McC. Netting had a central role  in establishing the disciplinary

focus of agricultural anthropology through his 1974 review essay on “agrar-

ian ecology” (Netting‚ 1974) ‚ and two editions of Cultural Ecology‚ first pub-

lishe d in 1977 (Netting‚ 1986) . In his teaching and fie ldwork he always

emphasized the  importance  of “counting potatoe s‚” exhorting stude nts and

colleagues to “measure ‚ map and weigh” (Netting‚ 1974‚ p. 43)‚ and he

champione d the  adaptive  “common sense” innovation of smallholde r farm-

ers in concert with Ester Boserup’s formulations. Many people ‚ therefore‚
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rightly remember him as an astute  ethnographe r of farming communitie s‚
focused on analyzing the  empirical details of changing patterns of house -

hold composition‚ land holding size and labor use. Thus‚ Netting’s large r

message  about the  misguide dne ss of applying the industrial agriculture

model to the  Third World may not often be fully unde rstood. However‚ in
his final book‚ Smallholders‚ Householders‚ Netting’s goal was to reach a

wider audie nce  of policym ake rs outside  of anthropolog y and acade mia

(Netting‚ 1993‚ p. vii) ‚ to le t people  know that small-scale ‚ intensive  agri-

culture  “may be more vital and necessary to our future than we realize ”
(Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 334‚ emphasis in original) . In this article ‚ I conside r Bob

Netting’s contribution to the  development of agricultural anthropology into

the twenty-first century‚ an anthropology that addre sses the issues of sus-

tainability at the global level‚ while  remaining roote d in the  understanding

of the local—how smallholde rs “balancing on an Alp” (Netting‚ 1981)  can

he lp us to understand how we might balance  on this plane t.

Increasing unde rstanding of the  negative  environme ntal and social ef-

fects of a human population of unpre cedented size growing at unpre ce-

dented rates‚ the  finiteness of Earth’s resource base ‚ and the rising cost of

agricultural inputs‚ sugge sts that the  challe nge of balancing on our plane t

has never been greater (Cohen‚ 1995; Vitouse k et al.‚ 1997) . I accept the

hypothe sis‚ supporte d by many data‚ that there are physical limits to agri-

cultural growth which means that “population stability is essential to reduce

the need for growth everywhere” (Goodland‚ 1995‚ p. 10). Both large-scale‚
high-input‚ and small-scale ‚ low-input agriculture  can have  negative  social‚
environme ntal and economic impacts (Arrow et al.‚ 1995) ‚ and “sustain-

ability” has become the  focus of most discussions of agriculture  and agri-

cultural development (Matson et al.‚ 1997) .

Netting anticipate d the  challenge  that sustainability in the twenty-first

century holds for smallholde r farming‚ and he  explicitly invoke d the theme

of “sustainable  agriculture ” in the subtitle  of Smallholders ‚ even while  he

struggle d with the  rest of us to infuse  practical meaning into this ove rused

and abuse d term. Sustainability is‚ of course‚ a relative  concept‚ and de-

pends on the  subje ctive value s of the  define r‚ as Netting well recognize d

(Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 143¯145)‚ and therefore  definitions must be socially and

culturally negotiate d.2 Sustainable  agriculture  commonly include s environ-
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2Some NGOs have become so frustrated with the opportunistic use of the term “sustainability”
that they have made a decision to avoid using it altogether. For example ‚ at the ISA-Net
(Industrial Shrimp Action Network) meeting in October 1997 a decision was made to avoid using

the term in group documents (Cissna and Cleveland‚ in press). It might be better to think of the

“goal” of a given agricultural system‚ since this term has a more widely accepted meaning‚ and

makes it clear that we are referring to values‚ and then measuring how well the system is meeting
these goals (cf. Thompson‚ 1995‚ p. 158). Pearce et al. define sustainable development as a vector

of “desirable social objectives” or “goals” “open to ethical debate” (Pearce et al.‚ 1990‚ pp. 2¯3).



mental‚ economic‚ and sociocultural aspects‚ but the  inte rpretation of the

sustainability of a given agriculture  based on objective measurements of

variable s in these three areas will always be subject to the  particular defi-

nition of sustainability used. Thus‚ while  the relative  importance  given to

the various compone nts of sustainability and the  values for specific vari-

able s that are conside red sustainable  vary wide ly‚ most definitions do in

general agre e that a more sustainable  agriculture  is one which is relatively

more conservative  of natural resource s‚ more economically profitable  for

the farmer and socie ty‚ and in which access to resource s and benefits are

more equitably share d by women and men‚ ethnic minoritie s‚ and the poor

(e.g.‚ Francis and Callaway‚ 1993) . This is the  broad sense  in which Netting

used the concept‚ and the one  which I follow in this paper.

Ecological ‚ economic‚ and legal globalization and growing competition

for resources mean increasing conflict ove r who controls the definition and

discourse  of “sustainable  agriculture .” Sustainable  agriculture  is both a

physical human necessity and a hotly contested cultural construct. Achiev-

ing it depends in part on a greater unde rstanding of how diffe rent agricul-

tura l sys te m s affe ct  the  e nvi ronm e nt‚ how hum ans pe rce ive  the

environme nt and environme ntal feedback in response  to the ir agricultural

systems‚ and how these perceptions affect value s‚ knowledge ‚ and behavior.

Therefore‚ an agricultural anthropology for the  twenty-first century needs

to draw on the  strengths of anthropological theory and method in ecologi-

cal‚ economic‚ and sociocultural anthropology‚ and must bridge  the persist-

e nt and inte lle ctually counte rproductive  divide  be twe e n the ory and

practice ‚ and between relativist and objectivist approache s. In addition ‚ ag-

ricultural anthropologists will increasingly be  drawn into interaction with

othe r discipline s (e .g.‚ economics‚ soil science ‚ plant science ‚ and hydrology)

in ways that demand the deve lopme nt of synthetic theory that does not

respect traditional disciplinary boundarie s.

In this paper‚ I analyze  Netting’s contribution to agricultural anthro-

pology for the  twenty-first century in three key areas that were important‚
in varying degrees of explicitne ss‚ in his own work: the environme nt‚ popu-

lation‚ and agriculture ; farmer knowle dge and epistemology; and models

for global sustainability.

ENVIRONMENT‚ POPULATION‚ AND AGRICULTURE

The debate about the  relationships among environme nt‚ population ‚
and agriculture  is usually cast in terms of “optimists” or Boserupians‚ who

see increasing population causing changes in the  agricultural system that

increase  carrying capacity‚ and the “pessimists” or Malthusians who see
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increasing population limite d by‚ or even decreasing‚ human carrying ca-

pacity3 (e.g.‚ Myers and Simon‚ 1994). Lee sees the Boserupian and Malthu-

sian viewpoints as the “two grand themes in macro-demographic theory”
(Lee‚ 1986‚ p. 96) ‚ and the  Malthusian or neo-Malthusian view is often set

out in strong contrast to the  Boserupian‚ as Boserup first did herself

(Boserup‚ 1965) .

Netting introduce d Boserup to anthropologist s‚ carefully laying out

supporting theory and evidence ‚ and addre ssing her critics (Netting‚ 1974‚
pp. 37¯42) ‚ and continue d to support her hypothe sis as “the most ade quate

intellectual framework for unde rstanding the distinctive  and cross-culturally

recurrent smallholde r adaptation” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 261) . Yet‚ more than

many othe r followe rs of Boserup (e.g.‚ Tiffen et al.‚ 1994) ‚ he  moved be yond

the “brilliant reductionism” of her mode l to consider population as both

a depende nt and independe nt variable ‚ both “caused and causal‚” and went

on to ask about the environme ntal limits to agricultural intensification ‚ em-

phasizing the importance  of local demographic controls and of change  over

time (Netting‚ 1981; Netting‚ 1993).

Boserup and Environm ental Limits

Many Boserupians emphasize  economic sustainability‚ rather than en-

vironme ntal sustainability‚ so that sustainable  agriculture  may be  defined

as an increasing slope  of net production (e.g.‚ Lynam and Herdt‚ 1992) .

As Netting points out‚ Boserup denied that “natural fertility of the  soil and

othe r environme ntal parameters decisive ly limited human exploitation of

any give n land area” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 263) ‚ and believed that “increasing

population s must substitute  resources such as labor for the natural re-

source s which have  become scarce” (Boserup‚ 1981‚ p. 5). This implie s an

economic carrying capacity that can be expande d indefinite ly‚ as oppose d

to an environme ntal carrying capacity (Zaba and Scoones‚ 1994) ‚ generally

defined as the maximum number of humans that can be maintaine d in-

definite ly in a give n area (ultimate ly the  Earth)‚ which has finite  limits

(Daily and Ehrlich‚ 1992) .

The belief that the  factors of production (land‚ labor‚ and capital) are

interchange able  is a key assumption of conve ntional neoclassical econom-

ics‚ the corollary of which is that there are  no or only we ak limits to physical

growth (Daly and Cobb‚ 1989) . This means that resource  flows determine

resource stocks‚ and‚ therefore ‚ that increased consumption or population
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growth will lead to increased production ‚ with labor or capital capable  of

substituting for land (Daly and Cobb‚ 1989) ‚ so that‚ for example ‚ “cropland

can usually be rehabilitate d if it is judged to be economically or politically

worthwhile ” (Dyson‚ 1996‚ p. 149). While  there are limits to the  economic

efficiency of a give n technology‚ overall economic efficiency is unlimite d‚
because  technical efficiency can always be increased by the invention of

new technology‚ e .g.‚ eliminating any “yie ld plateaus” in agricultural pro-

duction (Evans‚ 1993‚ pp. 29¯30).

Therefore ‚ indige nous farmers’ capacity for sustainable  intensification

is sometimes thought of as incompatible  with the idea of an environme ntal

human carrying capacity. Thus‚ Netting rejected the idea of “a definable

agrarian ceiling or ‘carrying capacity’ ” because it “denie s the  potential for

inte nsification of production”  (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 274) ‚ and he  reacte d

strongly against ideological positions that “sustainable  production and eco-

nomic growth are  incompatible  goals . . . or that a market economy‚ popu-

lation increase ‚ and the  new technologie s of capitalism are inevitably at odds

with sustainable  systems” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 145‚ emphasis adde d). How-

ever‚ he also recognized that “the statistical re lationship between popula-

tion density and intensity is strongest in those cases where environme ntal

constraints on land quality are  moderate” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 275) ‚ and fur-

ther suggested that there may be  a limited range  within which intensifica-

tion is possible  (at least without exogenous technology). He also noted that

Boserup’s more  recent writings recognize  negative  feedbacks to human fer-

tility in intensive  systems (Netting‚ 1993‚ pp. 269¯270) ‚ and emphasize d this

in analysis of his Swiss data (Netting‚ 1981). Netting departe d even furthe r

from the reductionism of Boserup’s original mode l‚ by following Lee (Lee‚
1986)  in suggesting that Malthus and Boserup are  complementary rathe r

than conflictive  (Netting‚ 1993‚ pp. 276¯282) .

From the  perspective of environme ntal sustainability‚ Boserup’s theory

of line ar change  may have  explanatory power within a certain range  of

parame ters‚ the  one s that Netting focuse d on‚ and for which he  docu-

mented the inge nuity of smallholde rs in increasing environme ntal and eco-

nomic carrying capacitie s. Where Boserup’s scheme is inade quate  is in

addre ssing what happe ns outside  of these parame ters‚ viz. when increasing

population density cannot induce  highe r leve ls of sustainable  production ‚
when the  human carrying capacity is limiting. At the global level the  hu-

man¯environm ent relationship is in new territory‚ and the  relationships

which Boserup documented may not often hold. Boserup’s own dictum that

“it makes little  sense  to extrapolate  past trends into the future” (Boserup‚
1965‚ p. 22) ‚ must be  extende d beyond her original meaning.

Thus‚ Netting’s position that whether smallholde r intensive  agriculture

is sustainable  or nonsustainable  “depends on where the  limits to growth
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lie  and the direction of the  causal arrows” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 276) ‚ provide s

the  basis for a non-ide ological agricultural anthropology that deals with

environm ent¯population inte ractions‚ when the  limits to growth may be

very close ‚ and when reconciling the  need for more  food production with

protection of the  environme nt “presents a major challenge  for science  in

the 21st century” (Chapin et al.‚ 1997‚ p. 504) .

With global integration and physical limits‚ the  growth rates of the

human population and its consumption must reach zero (or even be  nega-

tive for a while ). The biophysical boundarie s of local farming systems are

permeable ‚ and ultimate ly become the  same: the plane t Earth. In a limite d

world‚ migration or increasing imports of food or production inputs from

outside  the local system are  not sustainable  ways to deal with local popu-

lation increase that is approaching or exceeding carrying capacity‚ and “at

the global leve l‚ if birth rates do not fall‚ death rates must rise” (Cohen‚
1995‚ p. 11). This means striving to “combine  theoretical principle s that

ope rate  locally with unde rstanding of global population and resource s”
(Hammel and Howell‚ 1987‚ p. 142)—the  local adaptations that raise  car-

rying capacity in response  to increasing population pressure must be  evalu-

ated in te rms of an ultimate  limit to resource s‚ beyond the  powe r of

technology to avoid. We need to unde rstand not only a farming commu-

nity’s sustainability at a give n point in time‚ but the pote ntial for reducing

population growth in response  to environme ntal and technological limits.

When Is Small-Scale In tensive Agricu lture Sustainable?

Netting of course did not focus on environme ntal limits‚ choosing in-

stead to investigate  and write  about situations that illustrate  farmers’ tre-

me ndous ability for ove rcoming local constraints with “sustainable ”
technologie s. Along with othe rs he  amassed the data supporting the sus-

tainability of smallholde r intensive  agriculture  across dive rse  environme nts

and culture s. Agricultural anthropology in the twenty-first century needs

to build on this foundation by elucidating the demographic and environ-

mental factors that determine when smallholde r agriculture  is not sustain-

able ‚ as we ll as whe n it is. As Wilk states‚ “Without de nigrating  the

creativity‚ originality ‚ and appropriate ness of local and indige nous technolo-

gies‚ it is still necessary to ope nly discuss the limitations of those  technolo-

gies‚ if only to challenge  the  increasingly common perspective  that only

local and indige nous technologie s can be  sustainable ‚ appropriate ‚ and

suited to indige nous social and economic environme nts” (Wilk‚ 1996) .

It may be  more productive  in generating theory for practical applica-

tion to explore  the  possibility that neither Malthusian or Boserupian para-
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digms are  adequate  for explaining local situations heavily influe nced by his-

torical‚ cultural‚ and geographical continge ncie s. This is not‚ however‚ to

abandon the  search for general principle s gove rning the  environm ent¯
population ¯agriculture  re lationship ‚ but merely to suggest that they may

lie  at deeper leve ls (c.f.‚ Uphoff‚ 1992).

The potential importance  of historical‚ geographical‚ and sociocultural

contexts in explaining the agriculture ¯population ¯environme nt relationship‚
and the  need to look beyond Boserup’s “brilliant reductionism” for under-

standing at a deeper leve l‚ were first brought home to me in the contrast

between the results of my own disse rtation field work with the Kusasi of

northe ast Ghana in the late  1970s‚ and Netting’s with the Kofyar of north

central Nigeria beginning in the 1960s. Both groups practice  intensive  agri-

culture  in savanna West Africa‚ have  high population densities and growth

rates‚ and have  been partially integrated into local markets that are linked

to national and global one s. For the Kofyar ( Netting‚ 1993)  and other groups

such as the  Akamba of Machakos District‚ Kenya (Tiffen et al.‚ 1994) this

has been accompanie d by technological and social change  that has increased

carrying capacity‚ whereas for the  Kusasi ove r the last 50 years and more

(Cleveland‚ 1986‚ 1991; Roncoli‚ 1994; Webber‚ 1996) ‚ and for othe r groups

(Clay and Lewis‚ 1990; Cleaver and Schreiber‚ 1994) this has been accom-

panied by environme ntal degradation and decreasing carrying capacity.

The Kusasi have  been intensive  farmers in what is now northeast Ghana

and southern Burkina Faso for many generations. Their farming system ap-

pears have  been adapted to supporting high population densities through

such technique s as collecting and applying manure  composted with other or-

ganic matter‚ burying green weeds in the fields during cultivation‚ terracing

slopes‚ and use of many different crops and crop varie ties‚ especially of millet

and sorghum. Demand for labor‚ and thus for children‚ was undoubte dly high ‚
with children net producers by the age of 8¯10. Traditional demographic

mechanisms also linked population size to the  resource base . Postpartum sex-

ual abstinence is universally and consciously use d to regulate  fertility to maxi-

mize the survival of children‚ increasing reproductive  efficiency; and age at

marriage  is regulated by the need for men to obtain the bridewealth of four

cattle‚ the supply of which varies according to the resource base.

Since  World War II‚ the  Kusasi‚ like  many othe r African and Third

World populations ‚ have  expe rienced rapidly declining mortality rates‚ be-

cause of improved public health measure s‚ and to a lesser extent the avail-

abilit y of mode rn me dical care  and improve d transportation‚ which

stabilize d food supplie s. This has led to increases in population growth rates

and rapidly rising local population densitie s. Colonialism also greatly in-

creased regional viole nce‚ but also reduced local hostilitie s and encourage d
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emigration from village s‚ at first through forced labor recruitment‚ and late r

through integration with the  regional and global economy.

In response  to increasing population density Kusasis have  adopte d new

crops and crop varie ties‚ decreased fallow periods‚ increased production

and marketing of cash crops. In spite  of this‚ there has been increased soil

erosion and irreversible  “laterization” of large  areas of crop land‚ loss of

vegetation resource s‚ and a reduction in the human carrying capacity. De-

mographically ‚ the response  has been to increase fertility rates‚ not to re-

duce  them. There has been an increase  of 1.48 live  births per woman

between 1948 and 1973‚ with 0.67 live  births resulting from increase  in the

proportion married‚ with age at marriage  dropping from 19.5 to 18.0 years.

The  reduction in age at marriage  appears to be  the result primarily of the

breakdown of the bride wealth system. Traditionally men had to obtain the

four bride wealth cows from his own extended family (fathe rs‚ uncle s‚ grand-

fathers). But dramatic increases in migration (rates per 100 males more

than double d‚ from 37 to 76) gave  young men inde pende nt access to re-

source s through the  regional and global economy‚ which they could use  to

purchase  cattle ‚ and which furthe r reduced elde rs’ authority over them. Re-

production was de linke d from local resources.

The increase in the remaining 0.81 live  births resulted from a decrease

in the period of postpartum sexual abstinence ‚ leading to a decrease in

birth inte rvals from 43 to 39 months. Major causal factors appe ar to be

the decrease in mortality rates for the  0¯5 year age group from 30 to 20

per hundre d‚ and the decreased need for mothers’ mobility with a decrease

in local hostilitie s. Couple s could now respond to the  unlimite d demand

for labor by decreasing birth intervals to increase  the  numbers of surviving

childre n. This was reinforced by lowe red productivity‚ which increased labor

demand even more .

Example s of nonsustainable  smallholde r intensive  agriculture  such as

the Kusasi suggest that in orde r to unde rstand the  determinants of small-

holder sustainability we must:

1. Expand our consideration of local farming systems in time. Was the

system sustainable  before be ing affected by exogenous change s?  We should

not assume  linear relationships (see Myers‚ 1995) . Rathe r we must conside r

not only how systems adjust to incremental change s‚ but how they adjust

to limits‚ it is not enough to know that a local farming system is sustainable

without knowing how its average population growth rate will reach zero.

Can the  system adapt to these change s in ways that result in sustainable

agriculture ?

2. Expand our conside ration of local farming systems in space‚ to un-

derstand the local farming system in large r political‚ economic‚ and envi-

ronmental contexts. Exporting people  through emigration may make a local
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farming system sustainable ‚ but on average all communitie s must have  a

zero population growth rate‚ and we need to understand how large r eco-

nomic and political systems affect local decision making.

3. Look for generalitie s at deeper levels‚ by asking how farmers un-

derstand and respond to environme ntal change s‚ discussed in the following

section.

FARMER KNOWLEDGE AND EPISTEMOLOGY

Netting’s agricultural anthropology was posited on the assumption of

decision making that is “intelligible  in rational‚ utilitarian terms” (Netting‚
1993‚ p. 2)‚ an accounting for “systematic commonaltie s of behavior and

institutions that make  a kind of sense  according to the  plebe ian‚ but still

powerful‚ canons of practical reason” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 3)‚ and that cut

across differences in culture . His outlook was eclectic‚ and base d on the

be lie f that a full unde rstanding of human¯environme nt relationships neces-

sitated elucidating the links between culture ‚ socie ty‚ biology and the  en-

vironme nt (Netting‚ 1974‚ p. 46; see also Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 7). He focused‚
however‚ primarily on behavior and the  environme nt‚ seeing culture  as the

most complex variable ‚ and the  link between culture ‚ behavior and the  en-

vironme nt as a possible  “distant object of ecological anthropology.” The

twenty-first century will bring this distant object into close  range  as an im-

portant topic for agricultural anthropology.

Beyon d Modernization

Netting contribute d to an alternative  view of small-scale farmer rationality

promoted in the 1960s by economists such as Boserup (1965) and Schultz

(1964). This was a reaction against the then popular belie f among agricultural

economists and agricultural de velopment professionals that small-scale  farmers

were economically “irrational.” Instead‚ evidence  cited by Schultz and Boserup

suggested that farme rs are capable of responding in e conomically rational ways

to forces generated by the marketplace and population pressure. However‚
these alternative  views continue d to accept a core principle of conve ntional

neoclassical economics: individuals ’ behavior is primarily motivate d by their

desire  to maximize  short-term personal utility.

While  Netting tende d to share  the assumption about individual utility

maximization (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 17) ‚ his attention to local ethnographic detail

and inductive  analysis led him to challenge  the reification of this principle

in conventional economics. He saw that se lf-interest was limite d by the
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“complexity of long-te rm environme ntal proble ms” and “culturally valued

behavior” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 267) . For him‚ utility maximization was modifie d

by the  tende ncy for individual farmers to (1) extend the ir utility in time‚
thus challenging the  conventional economic assumption that rational people

discount future value ‚ and (2) extend their utility in space to the  family and

wider community‚ thus agreeing to manage  resources for the common good.

Netting saw intensive  cultivators modifying their pursuit of short-term re-

turns because of concern for future generations‚ calculating their interests

“over long spans of time” and “forgoing immediate  benefit‚” making invest-

ments to “secure the interests of future generations and of the elderly” (Net-

ting‚ 1993‚ p. 17). However‚ in his analysis of the dynamic interaction between

private  and common property regimes in the Swiss Alps (Netting‚ 1981) ‚ he

emphasized “maximizing the present value” (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 173)‚ and he

agreed with Wade’s conclusions‚ cast in conventional economic terms of indi-

vidual utility maximization‚ about community irrigation organization in south-

ern India (Wade‚ 1988)‚ that deliberate  corporate action will take place only

when “net material benefits to all or most cultivators are high” (Netting‚ 1993‚
pp. 184¯185).

Netting made important contributions to unde rstanding how farmers

manage  common pool resources (CPRs) communally in ways that increase

the sustainability of farming. CPRs are  resource s that are  large  enough

that it is costly to exclude  other users‚ and for which use  is subtractive

(resource s are  finite  and deple ted or degrade d by use ) (see  Ostrom‚ 1992) .4

When agricultural production generates negative  “externalitie s” (costs

that are not borne  by the  individual farmer or household)‚ these are  passe d

along to the  local‚ national‚ or global community. This means that the op-

timal level of inve stment (or intensification)  for the individual will be  highe r

than for the  community‚ and the  difference in returns represents the sub-

sidy to the individual borne  by socie ty of this extra leve l of production.

According to conventional economics‚ marke t forces will adjust re-

source  use  to maintain sustainbility. When more  than one  individual is us-

ing a CPR independe ntly‚ each individual will seek to extract production

to optimize  her/his own utility. However‚ this will necessarily push the  total

exploitation beyond the economic optimum for the  resource as a whole ‚
and even past the technical maximum output‚ to the point where overall
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is to be classified as a “public‚” “private‚” or “common pool” resource ‚ is to some extent

arbitrary (O strom‚ 1992; Becker and O strom‚ 1995) ; what matters is the “structure  of
incentives and the efficiency and distributional implications of the various feasible structures”
(Cornes and Sandler‚ 1996‚ p. 10) .



returns are diminishing ‚ as in the well-known fishe ries example  (Cohen‚
1995‚ pp. 251¯255) ‚ with the  result that the  resource  may be eliminate d.

This is Hardin’s classic (but misnamed) trage dy of the commons (Hardin‚
1968; see Netting‚ 1993‚ pp. 173¯174) . Thus‚ the importance  of common

prope rty resource  manage ment organization for common pool resource s

(Becker and Ostrom‚ 1995; Ostrum‚ 1992) .

Ostrom and others have  provide d convincing evide nce that irrigation

water and othe r CPRs tend to be  manage d by common prope rty institutions

when decision-making costs are  less than benefits and when local organi-

zations are nested in a hierarchy of organizations in which they are  pro-

te cte d from e xte rnalit ie s such as gove rnme nt inte rfe re nce ‚ de mand

(markets)‚ and population pressure . But also important are  a common un-

derstanding of the proble ms and the  alternative  solutions‚ and a perception

of mutual trust (Ostrom‚ 1992). This means that to unde rstand the condi-

tions for sustainable  agriculture ‚ we must look for variable s that are posi-

tively correlated with farmers valuing the welfare  of future  generations and

othe r members of the community. The most important feature  of successful

common property organizations may be their ability to unite  individual utili-

ties in a common group utility. The  result is limitation of the  optimization

of individual short term gain in favor of community gain ove r the  long run.

Beyond the Ideology of Indigen ou s Sustain ability

While  championing farmers’ “practical reasoning‚” Netting was also

aware of the danger of creating an “ideology of indige nous sustainability”
(Cleveland‚ 1994) . Much of the writing on indige nous farmers tends to as-

sume a syne rgy between environme ntal conse rvation and social justice

(Gadgil and Guha‚ 1992; Allen and Sachs‚ 1993). Increasing evidence sup-

porting the economic and ecological “rationality” of indige nous farming‚ has

sometimes led to the assumption that farmers’ indige nous and traditionally-

based knowledge and technologie s are always well-adapte d to their environ-

ments‚ that farmers are always capable  of adjusting to changes‚ and therefore

that indige nous agriculture  serves as the model for sustainable  agricultural

development. This conflation of assumptions about farmers’ ecological and

economic rationality is increasingly common in programs to improve  agricul-

tural sustainability in the Third World‚ including those of major development

agencies‚ such as the World Bank (Srivastava et al.‚ 1996) .5
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As Netting recognized early on (Netting‚ 1974) ‚ there is no reason to

assume  that there is a positive  correlation between indige nous farmers’ eco-

logical knowle dge and the  sustainability of the ir farming system. He pointe d

out that there is often an assumption  that “traditional cultivators” are  more

sustainable  than “commercial and industrial agriculture ” that is unjustifie d

without supporting data (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 144) ‚ and he abjured simplistic

adaptationist or equilibrium models (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 267). It is important

not to assume  the validity of farmers’ knowle dge or models from the ir abil-

ity to generate  farming behavior that is sustainable . In cases where inac-

curate  mode ls generate  functional behavior‚ they may not adapt well to a

changing environme nt.

Understanding the  conditions that lead to sustainable  smallholde r ag-

riculture  require s understanding the  basis for farmer decision making in

farmers’ knowle dge and epistemology (see Sillitoe ‚ 1998) . Inde ed‚ it is like ly

that farmer epistemology will be a comple x combination of theory‚ empiri-

cism‚ and improvisation (Scoone s and Thompson‚ 1993).6

While  there is evidence  for example ‚ that farmers conceive  of inde -

pende nt causal variable s and experiment carefully to discover the objective

nature  of the  inte raction between the ir crop varie ties and the ir growing

environme nts that determines yield and yie ld variance  (Ashby et al.‚ 1995;

Richards‚ 1986) ‚ the ir ability to see things at much larger scale s (for ex-

ample  changing climate ) or much smalle r scale s (for example  nematode s

or bacte ria)  than themselves is limited by the  tools they have  (see Bentley‚
1989) . The ir knowledge  is also limite d by the  particular context‚ for exam-

ple  it is impossible  to discriminate  the effects of genotype ‚ environme nt‚
and genotype -by-environme nt interaction on crop phe notype s if the  range

of genetic or environme ntal dive rsity is too small (Cleve land et al.‚ n.d.) .

MODELS FOR GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY

Bob Netting emphatically rejected the  conve ntional‚ uniline al evolu-

tionist vision of the ultimate  transformation of traditional smallholde r ag-

riculture  to large-scale  industrial agriculture  that is still promote d by many

(e.g.‚ Todaro‚ 1994). He critique d conve ntional thinking that sees mono-

lithic global solutions to global proble ms‚ emphasizing instead that we need

to look to the  innovations and genius of local smallholde rs‚ who have  time

and time again prove n the supe riority of their wisdom. He docume nted
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the many diffe rent ways of be ing an intensive  cultivator (Netting‚ 1993‚ pp.

3¯7)‚ and abjure d technological determinism (Netting‚ 1993‚ pp. 56¯57) and

social evolutionary schemes of both the  modern capitalist and world sys-

tems varie ties (Netting‚ 1993‚ pp. 18¯19) ‚ as well as those of deep ecology

(Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 115)  and energy capture  (Netting‚ 1993‚ p. 125) . He em-

phasize d the  eclectic and practical way in which inte nsive  smallholde rs

reach the ir goals‚ often adopting modern technology while  continuing long-

standing practices‚ as have  the Kofyar and Torbe l Swiss.

Farmers must craft “hybrid technologie s” to adapt to changing circum-

stance s (Wilk‚ 1996) ‚ or they will no longe r be able  to remain farmers.

Traditionally-base d farmers may define  “indige nous agriculture ” in ways

that include  industrial agriculture  technologie s such as fertilizers or tractors‚
in part because it serves the ir larger goal of maintaining the ir physical and

cultural identity (e .g.‚ Bebbington ‚ 1993) . Zuni farmers have  learned how

to use  global positioning system (GPS) technology to map the ir family farm

fie lds‚ and this has become a powerful force in resolving land dispute s that

have  impeded the revitalization of indige nous agriculture  (Cleveland et al.‚
1995) . Most indige nous farmers appear to be  more than willing to expe ri-

ment with modern crop varie ties‚ and will adopt them when they fulfill a

set of complex criteria that include  not only local adaptation and cultural

value ‚ but increased yield as well (Sole ri and Cleveland‚ 1993) .

Indeed‚ the acid test of agricultural development projects‚ and by im-

plication agricultural anthropology‚ may more  and more  be  the  modifica-

tion of local procedures‚ or the  adoption of new ones (see  Sillitoe ‚ 1998) .

This can mean “improvement” in terms of outside rs’ and local peoples’
objective  and subje ctive  criteria. However‚ success depends in a broade r

sense  not on adoption or modification‚ but what the  long-te rm results in

social‚ cultural‚ economic‚ and environme ntal terms are for both the  local

people  and the  world. This challe nges the concept of cultural relativism

(Cleve land‚ 1994). In an increasingly crowded and interconne cted world‚
moral codes and natural resource  manage ment regimes can no longer be

judge d only subje ctively from the  local perspective ‚ because  all activitie s

affect other groups with diffe rent moral codes and diffe rent manage ment

strategie s. In other words‚ we need to evaluate  local solutions in global

contexts of social‚ economic‚ and environme ntal sustainability. Rights to

intellectual or biophysical agricultural resources‚ for example ‚ are like ly to

be  defined continge ntly‚ base d on environme ntal sustainability‚ and not in-

trinsically ‚ based on local peoples’ myths or values (Cleve land and Murray‚
1997) . As a concept base d on value s‚ “sustainability ” require s social nego-

tiation and consensus on a definition before  objective s measure s of farming

system to determine  sustainability will be meaningful or useful.
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If the  Earth is a common pool resource to be  managed as common

prope rty‚ sustainable  agriculture  will depend to an important extent on the

ability of our species to see that a balancing act of this magnitude  demands

the recognition of a common inte rest in agricultural resource s‚ demanding

practical application of anthropological theory with legal and ecological

theory (Cleveland and Murray‚ 1997) . How is this to come about at a global

scale ?  Many thoughtful scholars have  suggested the need for “political will

and institutional capacity” (Goodland ‚ 1995‚ p. 20) ‚ a “combination of in-

stitutions that restrain shortsighte d and selfish behavior” (Becker and Os-

trom‚ 1995‚ p. 129) ‚ perhaps in the form of “stakeholde r pane ls” to mediate

between free marke ters and environme ntalists (Collins and Barkdull‚ 1995) .

It may also demand a radical transformation in human values that greatly

increases “caring capacity” (Cohen‚ 1995) and “loving” (Meadows et al.‚
1992) .

CONCLUSION

Based on my many discussions with Bob Netting over the years‚ I know

that he would not agree with all the  directions that I see  his work pointing

in. Rather‚ I have  freely used his data and ideas to bring the Swiss Alp

and the  West African sorghum plot toge ther into the same field of vision

as our plane t Earth—to suggest ways that Netting’s agricultural anthropol-

ogy can help us to envision and achieve the  difficult balancing act that the

next century will demand.

Netting was well aware that the study of agriculture  in anthropology

was conside red‚ as he  wrote in 1974‚ “infra-dig” (1974‚ p. 21) . Though ag-

ricultural anthropologists like  Netting have  done  much to counter this at-

titude ‚ it persists to this day and is an impediment to the  development of

a theory and praxis of agricultural anthropology. On the other hand‚ we

as agricultural anthropologists have  often been ignorant of the  natural sci-

ence and engine ering of agriculture ‚ and have  been reduced either to pro-

moting the  te chnical  change s re comme nde d by natural scientists and

engineers‚ or to critiquing the results of these changes. This has not helped

in building a positive  image  of agricultural anthropology outside  of anthro-

pology. More  than ever‚ agricultural anthropology in the  twenty-first cen-

tury will need to approach agricultural science  not from an inte rnalist

perspective ‚ or from a postmode rnist perspective  that rejects its ontology

and epistemology from the start‚ but with the same empathy and objectivity

with which anthropologists have  traditionally approache d local communitie s

and cultural groups. We also need to participate  in that science . Agricul-

tural anthropology must active ly seek to build on its traditions by using the
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perspective s of the humanitie s‚ social sciences and natural sciences in un-

derstanding the integration of the  local with the global.

This will require  a combination of cultural analysis‚ empirical research‚
hypothe sis testing‚ and theory building. Because competition for agricul-

tural resources will surely increase  in the  future  with a growing human

population ‚ anthropology can also play a critical role  in strengthe ning farm-

ers’ voice s in negotiating definitions and implementation of sustainable  ag-

ricultural  de ve lopme nt by he lping those  who hold more  powe r to

understand these lessons. I be lieve that such an approach will increase  rec-

ognition of the practical necessity and ethical imperative  for an agricultural

anthropology that participate s with farmers‚ formal agricultural scientists‚
and national and international policy makers in the search for sustainable

agriculture  for the twenty-first century. This is an agricultural anthropology

for which Bob Netting did much to lay the  foundation ‚ and one  which I

strongly be lieve  that he would welcome.
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